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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes APACS — a new framework for a system that detects, predicts and identifies 
faults in industrial processes. The APACS framework provides a structure in which a heterogeneous 
set of programs can share a common view of the problem and a common model of the domain. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing complexity of the processes involved in industry, it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult for human operators to become aware of and identify faults that might occur. Identifying faults 
is important not only for avoiding potential financial losses due to down-time OT degraded quality, 
but also for avoiding potential injuries to people and the environment. This paper describes APACS 
[1] (Advanced Process Analysis and Control System), a framework for systems that detect and iden-
tify faults in industrial processes. This framework is being developed by Ontario Hydro, CAE Elec-
tronics, and the University of Toronto1. 

Fault detection and identification in industrial process plants is a difficult problem involving a large 
amount of time-varying data coming from a set of sensors that is small relative to the number of 
components that can fail. There are two real time constraints on the advisory system: it must keep 
up with the incoming data, and it must perform its calculations quickly enough so that the results 
are useful to the operator. Furthermore, fault identification is complicated by the fact that the plant 
is in operation and that its behavior might be modified by the operator, the control system, and new 
faults even as the calculation proceeds. Traditional rule-based systems are difficult to build in such 
situations because of the need to take into account time-varying patterns of continuous variables. 
On the other hand, traditional model-based diagnosis is difficult since large qualitative simulations 
are currently impractical and simple qualitative simulations make predictions that fail to take nec-
essary distinctions into account. The APACS approach adapts model-based diagnosis to include tra-
ditional numerical simulations. 

The need to integrate diverse components, such as the simulations and knowledge-based compo-
nents, resulted in the development of a framework: a set of generic reusable protocols and software 
components that provide a structure which makes this integration possible. The framework allows 
the system to include components that deal with the real-time issues [9] mentioned above as well as 
less time critical knowledge-based components. 

The development of a fault detection and identification system is a large task. The APACS frame-

1. with additional industrial participation by Hatch Associates, Shell Canada Inc. and Stelco. 
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FIGURE l.The APACS Architecture 
work supplies generic reusable software and knowledge. This can be used to make the building of a 
similar system for another plant a matter of specifying the components and topology of the plant 
rather than a full-fledged knowledge engineering effort. The framework consists of commercial "off-
the-shelf tools and standard interfaces allowing a common schema and shared objects. 

The APACS framework evolved out of an effort to build an operator assistant that identifies faults 
in the feedwater system of Ontario Hydro's Bruce B nuclear generating plant. The lessons learned 
in building an initial prototype led to the design and implementation of the framework and a second 
prototype for the Bruce B plant which is being implemented using the framework. Examples in this 
paper will refer to the latter prototype. The current demonstration system has been interfaced to a 
plant control computer and has been tested on a range of plant malfunctions utilizing a full scope 
engineering simulator. The feedwater system was selected as being representative of industrial pro-
cesses. 

Section 2 describes the protocols and software components in the APACS framework. Sections 3 
through 6 describe the plant analyzer (simulation), monitoring (abnormality detection), diagnosis 
(fault identification ), and human computer interface (HCl) components that are combined to build 
an advisory system for a particular plant. The paper concludes with a discussion of related work 
and a short conclusion. 

2.0 THE APACS FRAMEWORK 
The APACS framework supports a system in which different components implemented using vari-
ous technologies and possibly running on a variety of machines can cooperate in solving a problem. 
It does this by supplying a common model of the domain and a common view of the problem. 
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Figure 1 illustrates how this worlcs. The model of the domain is stored in the Common Knowledge 
Base (CKB). Objects from this knowledge base are made available to APACS components such as 
monitoring (abnormality detection) and diagnosis (fault identification) through the object server. 
The object server also distributes objects describing a common view of the current problem. 

In addition to the CKB and the object server, APACS supplies of a number of components that per-
form various simulation and reasoning tasks. These include the plant analyzer components: a real-
time simulation with parameter adjustment (the tracking module), and the verification component, 
a faster-than-real-time simulation of the plant which is used by the diagnosis component to help 
narrow down the set of possible fault hypotheses; the knowledge-based components: the monitoring 
component that uses forward chaining rules to identify abnormalities in the plant, and the diagno-
sis component which uses model-based reasoning to identify the fault. In addition, there is a single 
user interface process (human computer interaction) through which the components display their 
outputs, and a data acquisition process that provides real-time data from the plant to the various 
components. These will be described in later sections. 

APACS models the domain using a frame-based knowledge representation language in which enti-
ties in the plant are represented by objects having attributs values. Objects must be instances of 
classes that describe what attribute values instances may have. These attributes may take their 
values from plant data, or they may be static or topological. For example, the model might contain 
the class BOILER which (among others) has attributes waterjevel and water_maxjevel of type 
FLOAT and linkedjo of type VALVE. An instance of BOILER might be B01 having waterjevel = 1.8, 
waterjnaxjevel = 2.3 and linkedjo = NV113. The linkedjo attributes are one mechanism for 
describing the topology of the plant. The static model is stored in the CKB which is implemented in 
t' 3 Versant1 OODBMS. Knowledge base classes are mapped into C++ classes and knowledge base 
instances are C++ objects. 

During operation, the descriptions of the current plant situation computed by the components are 
represented as knowledge base instances. These objects are passed to other APACS components via 
the object server. Communication between the object server and components is implemented using a 
product called XSHELL2 that can move C++ objects between processes distributed across different 
machines of possibly differing architectures. These objects represent a common view of the problem. 

Real-time data is acquired by the Data AcQuisition (DAQ) process. The DAQ process reads data 
from a file or a TCP/IP connection to a PC interfaced to the plant control computer. The data is rep-
resented as several blocks of bytes copied directly from the memory of the control computer. The 
blocks corresponding to a single time slice are stored together as members of a C++ object. 

The data blocks are decoded according to information stored in the CKB. For example, the object 
DT210 describes a real-time data value. It has slots message and offset that identify the block and 
the location in the block, while the slot conv_code specifies the procedure for converting the value 
into a C++ number. The APACS API provides routines for fetching and decoding these values by 
name, for example. DT210, or as the slots of objects as in B01.waterjevel. 

3.0 PLANT ANALYZER COMPONENTS 
Simulation components [8] play a major role in APACS. The design currently has three varieties of 
plant simulation: 1) a tracking component that uses a parameter adjustment algorithm to keep its 
outputs matched to the plant, 2) an unadjusted model that gives the expected behavior of the plant 
and determines when measured values are not behaving as expected, and 3) a verification model 
which can determine how well a hypothesized fault matches reality. 

1. a product of Versant 
2. a product of Expersoft 
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The parameter adjustment algorithm can be implemented using an existing simulation, a simula-
tion built from standard model libraries, or a simulation generated by a graphical simulation build-
ing tool such as ROSE1. The APACS tracking algorithm uses a simulation built from a standard 
model libraly. For the Bruce B prototype, the simulation parameters are the conductivities of 
hydraulic paths and the fouling factors of the heat exchangers. 

The tracking component is useful for two major reasons. First, the adjusted parameters can period-
ically be sent to other APACS components so that their models match Teality as closely as possible. 
In particular, the unadjusted model needs to be updated periodically as the plant characteristics 
will slowly change due to aging and to correct for normal discrepancies between the plant and the 
simulation. In addition, the verification model will need to have accurate values for the parameters. 

Second, the diagnostic value of the tracking component is very useful. Simulation results have 
shown that when there is a fault in the plant (that is, the model no longer corresponds to reality) 
there is a dramatic shift in tracked parameter values as the tracking component vainly adjusts 
parameters to match the plant. Moreover, there are heuristics in the monitoring components that, 
based on the nature of the changing parameters, compute a narrow focus that enables the diagnosis 
component to limit its search very effectively. 

The unadjusted model is a version of the tracking simulation that does not continuously update the 
parameters. The outputs of this model are compared with measured values from the plant. Signifi-
cant differences are noted by the monitoring component and sent to diagnosis for explanation. 

The verification component is used to confirm or reject fault hypotheses generated by the diagnosis 
component. Given a description of a fault, an approximate time of the occurrence of the fault, and an 
approximate magnitude for the fault, the verification component establishes a time and magnitude 
for the fault that minimizes the sum of the absolute values of the errors between measured and pre-
dicted values over some period of time. 

A necessary prerequisite to verification is a database that records the values of all internal vari-
ables of the simulation mode1 and the values of all the measured values from the plant control com-
puter at regular intervals. The verification simulation also requires models for the various kinds of 
faults that are to be tested. In the feedwater system, the interesting faults can be modelled as prob-
lems with conductivities (for example, valve port areas not changing) and fouling factors. In addi-
tion, the simulation must run much faster than real time so that a number of hypotheses can be 
tested. The hypothesis with the smallest sum of absolute values of errors is considered to be the 
best. The current APACS design allows the simultaneous testing of up to ten hypotheses using ten 
copies of the model. 

4.0 MONITORING 
The monitoring components take as input the quantitative sensor values and control computer 
alarms, and compares these to the predicted quantitative simulation outputs to produce symbolic 
qualitative descriptions of the state of the plant. These symbolic descriptions range from low level 
descriptions such as "the level of boiler 1 has started increasing", or "the flow is increasing faster 
than expected during a plant maneuver" to high level descriptions such as "there is something 
wrong with the feedwater system." These qualitative descriptions are passed to the HCl which pre-
sents the information to the user and to other AI components such as the diagnosis component 
which looks for deeper explanations of the observed behavior. An important function of the monitor-
ing component is to determine if the observed behavior is unexpected or potentially abnormal, 
thereby triggering an attempt by APACS to diagnose the problem. A difference between monitoring 
and diagnosis is that monitoring components determine that there is the possibility of a problem 

1. a product of CAE Electronics. 
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whïle the diagnosis components identify the cause of the problem if one exists. 

The design of the monitoring components is constrained by the fact that they must operate in real-
time. That is, they must complete all of the reasoning due to one frame of data before the next frame 
arrives. This leads naturally to a design in which inference consists of short chains of forward chain-
ing rules, and where there is a good indexing scheme linking inputs to the rules to be fired. 

Monitoring knowledge (rules) is stored in the CKB and is interpreted by the monitoring inference 
engine (MIE). This generic inference engine is implemented using a combination of CLIPS and C++ 
with XShell. The reasons for combining C++ with CLIPS included the fact that integration with 
XShell requires the use of C++ objects; the ability to implement frequent computations, for example, 
looking for changes in values of expressions on incoming data, on the C++ side; and the fact that the 
CLIPS rule language, a high-level rule language with a strong indexing scheme, is available for 
describing complex inferences. This helps address the performance requirements of monitoring by 
implementing the time consuming calculations as efficiently as possible, while allowing the use of a 
high level rule language in order to express complex conditions for generating events. 

Since the monitoring inference engine is implemented within the APACS framework, the monitor-
ing function can be carried out by an arbitrary number of processes running on a variety of different 
hosts. Logically independent monitoring functions can be split into different modules, one or more of 
which can be assigned to each of these processes. The behavior of each module is completely speci-
fied by a set of objects in the CKB. This includes descriptions of what data to monitor and the rules 
governing the output descriptions of this data. When a module is activated, appropriate requests for 
data are sent to the object server. 

The MIE is designed to accumulate all of the data for a specific time period before allowing any 
inferencing. Since data arrives from several different APACS processes, this requires queuing data 
sets that arrive too early. This synchronization of data results in simpler rules since the rules do not 
need to concern themselves with temporal reasoning. 

Monitoring is designed to avoid unnecessary attempts to match rule conditions. This is done to 
make it as efficient as possible so that the real-time requirements for this component are satisfied. 
For this purpose, each module has a list of triggers that specify under what circumstances certain 
conditions are to be checked. A trigger refers to a data value and a description of the interesting cir-
cumstances. This description can be as simple as "every frame" or as complex as "whenever the run-
ning rate of change equals 0." Triggers improve efficiency by limiting the occasions on which 
conditions are checked. A final level of efficiency is achieved as CLIPS uses the Rete algorithm to 
index and efficiently fire rules. 

Whenever the circumstances described by a trigger are true, the conditions associated with the trig-
ger are evaluated. Conditions specify computations that result in symbolic values. If the value of a 
condition changes, a corresponding feature is asserted into the CLIPS working memory. A feature is 
a CLIPS working memory element which might match an element in a rule pattern. An assortment 
of condition classes is provided by the MIE. Examples include: 
1. Conditions that create features when values exceed thresholds; for example, a boiler level 

exceeding its set-point by more than a certain amount. 
2. Conditions that create features when values move into new qualitative ranges, for example, a 

boiler level moving from high to very high. 
3. Conditions that create features when values show odd behaviour with respect to other values; for 

example, when the average level of one pair of boilers behaves differently from the average levels 
of the other three pairs. 

4. Conditions that create features when the rate of changes of values alter qualitative values; for 
example labelling the flow into a boiler as either decreasing, flat, or increasing compared to the 
Plant Analyzer quantitative simulation. 
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Conditions include a property called persist time that is designed to suppress spurious outputs. If 
the persist time is non-zero, the condition must be true for at least the specified time before a fea-
ture will in fact be created. 

Thresholds can be either numbers or threshold objects that specify decaying values. Under certain 
circumstances, for example, changes in plant state, some rule will change the width of the thresh-
old. This width will then decay as time passes to produce a tighter threshold. This provides a mech-
anism for changing thresholds in circumstances such as a plant manoeuver, where the transient 
changes allow larger than normal variations in values. This is used, for example, to allow boiler lev-
els to move a greater than usual distance from their set-points during major plant changes. 

5.0 DIAGNOSIS 
The quantitative simulations do not provide dependency information that could automatically pro-
vide conflict sets for fault candidates. Therefore, an aoductive diagnosis [11] approach using a 
causal model that describes the time-varying behavior of pressures and flows in a feedwater system 
is used to determine fault hypotheses. 

The model of the domain used by the diagnosis component consists of two parts: a) a set of objects 
describing the components in the domain and how they are connected, and b) a set of rules describ-
ing how state changes in one component affect the state of connected components. The latter are 
generic rules that will apply to other applications of APACS. 

In the diagnosis component, the state of the plant is described by the values of a set of qualitative 
variables, For example, at time t, the flow through the input to valve lev 11 is increasing. Qualitative 
variables, called process variables in the diagnosis component, are connected to nodes. There is a 
node for each component and a node representing the connection between each pair of connected 
components. This is necessary so that one can express facts such as "the flow into lcvll equals the 
flow out of it" and "the flow out of mv58 equals the flow into lcvll." If two components are connected, 
the node identified as the output of one is the same node that can be identified as the input of the 
other. A process variable is identified by a node, an attribute (e.g. flow or pressure), and a deriva-
tive. Note: the labels "in" and "out" of components correspond to the usual direction of flow for the 
convenience of human readers. They have no special meaning in the context of inference. 

An event is a change in the qualitative value of a variable. An example is a change in the derivative 
of a flow from 0 to positive, meaning that the flow has changed from flat to increasing. Certain con-
sequences of events take effect immediately. For example, if the rate of change of the flow through a 
/alve changes, the corresponding variables for connected components must change as well. A transi-
tion represents a point in time at which one or more events occur. The propagation of many effects is 
considered to be instantaneous. This results in a much simpler time graph. The end points of a tran-
sition are called states, that is, a transition describes the change from one state to another. An event 
determines the value of a process variable in the from state of a transition and in the to state of the 
transition. A state represents a period of time in which no process variable changes its qualitative 
value. 

The rule base contains two kinds of rules: propagations which describe the instantaneous conse-
quences of events within a transition, and transitions which describe how a given state can lead to 
an event and hence a new transition. An example of the latter is a rule stating that if the level of a 
boiler is increasing, one possibility is that at some time there will be an event in which the level of 
the boiler changes from OK to HIGH. Other possibilities include, of course, that there is an event in 
which the boiler level stops increasing. However, as the level cannot stop increasing spontaneously 
this event would have arisen via propagation. 

Input into diagnosis is a set of qualitative events generated by the monitoring components. These 
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events are called triggers and arrive at the diagnosis component as they occur; that is they are 
spread out over a period of time. The diagnosis component starts diagnosis with the first trigger and 
asynchronously incorporates new triggers as they arrive. 

The diagnosis component represents the course of an inference as a tree in which the nodes aTe 
called variants. A variant inherits all of the contents of its parents. The leaf nodes of this tree repre-
sent hypotheses, that is, different explanations for the triggers. An inference step involves creating 
anew subtree root at a particular hypothesis. 

Diagnosis is primarily done by chaining backward from the triggers. Given an event, the diagnosis 
component generates several new hypotheses describing possible causes of the event. A rule may 
express the fact that several events jointly cause several other (consequent) events. When a rule is 
fired, all of the events described by the rule must be contained within the resulting hypothesis. The 
inference engine has the choice of using existing events, if any, or of creating new events. An impor-
tant situation is one where existing events match events described by the rule in every aspect 
except the identity of the transition. At this point the diagnosis component generates a hypothesis 
in which the transitions uf the events are asserted to be the same transition and that their from and 
to states are the same. This can only be consistently done, of course, if the combined set of events 
consistently set the values of the process variables at both the from and to states of the combined 
transition. This mechanism is what allows the explanations from several triggers to be merged to a 
smaller set of root causes. Note that when such merges are possible, the inference engine always 
generates two successors, one where the merge is done and one where it is not. This is done so that 
if the merge leads to inconsistencies and rejection of that branch of the search space, the alternative 
is still available as a possible explanation. 

Transition rules specify that if a process variable has some state (e.g. level increasing), a transition 
might occur (e.g. level changes from OK to HIGH.) When these rules are chained, the precondition 
events are in a different transition than the consequent events. The rule therefore might result in 
two separate sets of transitions being merged. Transition rules also impose a precedence relation on 
transitions. 

Hypotheses are assigned a score that prefers those which have the smallest number of distinct 
causal chains and no fault events that fail to match the focus. That is, the search is biased towards 
finding the smallest number of faults that explain the triggers. 

The diagnosis knowledge base contains a hierarchy of hypothesis descriptions that are used to 
implement the associational initialization of hypotheses. A hypothesis description includes a 
description of a set of triggers that activate it, a set of triggers that rule it out, constraints that must 
be satisfied to rule it in, a description of the triggers that it explains, and a set of rules describing 
how these triggers are"explained. If a hypothesis description matches, a branch is created in the 
search space so that one successor includes the description and the other does not. Hypotheses con-
taining such descriptions are preferred over those without them. 

6.0 HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACE 
Work on the human computer interface (HCl) has two goals. First, it is necessary to provide a dis-
play so that developers and future adapters of APACS technology can see the results which are 
being produced by the various components and can then verify that these results are in fact useful. 
Second, the HCl provides an arena for initial investigations into how to display information gener-
ated by the advanced AI and simulation components so that this information is useful to an end-
user. Of course any installed APACS requires an appropriate end-user interface. Development of 
such an interface is beyond the scope of this project. Human Computer Interface design itself is an 
active area of research which is still in its infancy [17]. 

An important design decision was to display all outputs of APACS through one uniform and inte-
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FIGURE 2. The APACS HCl 
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grated user interface. Integration is achieved through linking all visual objects to the appropriate 
CKB objects, if any. These objects can be dragged and dropped into various elements of the HCl 
which then responds appropriately. For example, dropping a plant component into an alarm display 
causes all alarms associated with that component to be highlighted. Figure 2 shows some of the 
windows of the Phase II interface as they might appear on the screen. 

7.0 RELATED WORK 
Knowledge-based diagnosis, especially of continuous processes, is a difficult problem and an area of 
active research [16]. Early attempts at diagnosis consisted of rule-based systems such as MYCIN 
[14]. These have been found inadequate since they are brittle, difficult to maintain, and too closely 
tied to a particular application. More recently, research in diagnosis has focused on model-based 
techniques ([3], [13], [5]). In a model-based diagnosis, a diagnostic inference engine uses a knowl-
edge-based model of the domain in order to find the cause of the problem. The model is generally a 
qualitative description [4] of the behavior of the artifact being diagnosed. Model-based approaches 
have typically been applied to systems such as digital circuits in which it makes sense to use a 
model consisting of equations describing equilibrium conditions. Attempts to apply the model-based 
approach to continuous processes include [6] and [10] in which the model of the domain consists of a 
qualitative simulation. The APACS framework represents a unique approach to model-based diag-
nosis in that it uses the adjusted quantitative simulations in the plant analyzer components to gen-
erate discrepancies and test candidate hypotheses. The APACS approach also provides a common 
model and schema to be shared between components. 

Other approaches to developing systems and frameworks for continuous processes include ARTIST 
[15], IOMCS [12], CA-EN [2], and REAKT [7]. These systems, while they share the goals of APACS, 
hîive generally been applied to small problems. They lack high-fidelity real-time numerical simula-
tions and tracking algorithms, and except for IOMCS, do not provide an architecture in which sepa-
rate processes share a common view of the problem and the domain. 

8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The major research contributions of the APACS project are twofold. First, APACS offers a unique 
integration of knowledge-based monitoring and diagnosis techniques with quantitative simulation 
techniques in order to achieve better diagnostic performance. Second, APACS introduces a cost 
effective generic architecture with standard interfaces and "off-the shelf' components. The architec-
ture supports distributed execution, facilitates the introduction of new APACS components, stores 
knowledge in a central repository, and is intended to serve as basis for quickly building APACS-like 
systems for other applications. A demonstration system has been implemented that successfully 
detects and diagnoses instances of several major classes in the feedwater system of a nuclear power 
plant 
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